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Why is there in Europe only one long-based
interferometer for GW detection instead of two, as in USA?

Can we learn something from the history of European GW 
research that can help the present European collaborations in 
order to plan the future 3rd Generation (3G) interfometers, as

Einstein Telescope?
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• Personal folders of:

Alain Brillet
Adalberto Giazotto
Marco Napolitano

• Archives:

Virgo Archive in Cascina
Edoardo Amaldi Archive in Rome

• Interviews:

Adalberto Giazotto
Alain Brillet
Albrecht Rudiger
Angela Di Virgilio
Barry Barish
Bernard Schutz
Carlo Bradaschia
David Shoemaker
Diego Passuello

First-hand data sourcese and oral testimonies

Enrico Calloni
Fulvio Ricci
Gerd Leuchs
Gian Vittorio Pallottino
Giovanni Lo Surdo
Guido Pizzella
Heinrich Heitman
Ian Corbett
Ivo Modena

Jean Yves Vinet
Jim Hough
Leopoldo Milano
Luciano Di Fiore
Marco Napolitano
Paolo Strolin
Walter Winkler
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“A network of three antennas has 
such a large advantage over only 
two antennas that it must be a 
reasonable European goal to 
build three detectors

Such a network would be 
capable of providing extremely 
useful scientific information on its 
own, regardless of what happens 
in the world.”

Report of an ad-hoc Working group
on the future of Interferometric Wave
Antennas in Europe, March 1988

Report on the future of Interferometric Wave Antennas
in Europe, March 1988
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“The European groups […] agreed to 
form a collaboration, EUROGRAV. 

All members of the collaboration will 
work towards establishing the best 
possible European network, with the 
aim of establishing a gravitational 
astronomy.”

Report of an ad-hoc Working group on the 
future of Interferometric Wave Antennas in 
Europe, March 1988

Membership of Working group:

Alain Brillet CNRS – Univ. Pierre et 
Marie Curie, Paris

Ian Corbett Rutherford Appleton 
Laboratory

Adalberto Giazotto INFN section of 
Pisa and Univ. of Pisa

Jim Hough Univ. of Glasgow

Gerd Leuchs MPI fur Quantenoptik, 
Garching

Bernard Schutz Univ. College, Cardiff

Philippe Tourrenc CNRS - Univ. 
Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris

Walter Winkler MPI fur Quantenoptik, 
Garching
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“The European funding bodies are 
invited to endorse the formation of a 
collaborative European programme
directed towards construction of a 
network of detectors, and dicuss
how the best objectives of that 
programme can be realized in order 
that European science can capitalize 
on its past investment and present 
scientific and technological lead.”

Report of an ad-hoc Working group on 
the future of Interferometric Wave
Antennas in Europe, March 1988

Funding Agencies involved so far:

United Kingdom: SERC (Science and 
Engineering Research Council)

Germany: BMFS (Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research)

France: CNRS (Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique)

Italy: INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare)



1970-1975: a picture of GW detection in the World
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Fairbank, Stanford 

Hamilton, Baton Rouge

Weber, Maryland & Argonne 

Tyson, Bell Labs, 
New Jersey 

Braginsky, Moscow

Allen, Reading

Bramanti  & Maischberger, 
Frascati

Hirakawa, Tokyo

Amaldi & Pizzella, Rome

Douglass, Rochester

Bonazzola, Meudon

Garwin & Levine, IBM, 
New York

Cryogenic ResonatorsRoom Temperature Detectors

Aplin, Bristol

Interferometric Detectors

Billing, Munich

Drever, Glasgow

Forward, Malibù

Weiss, MIT



1970-1975: a picture of GW detection in Europe
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Amaldi & Pizzella, Rome

Cryogenic Resonators

Room Temperature Detectors

Interferometric Detectors

Billing, Munich

Drever, Glasgow

Bonazzola, Meudon

Allen, Reading

Bramanti  & Maischberger, 
Frascati

Aplin, Bristol
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1975‐80 1980‐85 1985‐90

The Start of Interferometric Detector Research in Europe

Glasgow,
Ron Drever

Garching,
Heinz Billing

Orsay,
Alain Brillet

Pisa,
Adalberto 
Giazotto

Garching-Glasgow and 
Orsay-Pisa, Attempts for a 

European Network

Garching-Glasgow-Orsay, 
European Grant
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By 1985, they were operating a 30 m 
delay line interferometer, 
achieving again the shot noise limit, 
now corresponding to a 10 times 
lower strain noise (accordingly to the 
10 times larger armlength). 

Walter Winkler and Karl Maischberger, Garching, 70s

Heinz Billing, Munich, ‘70s

Around 1975 the Garching group 
started to work at developing Rainer 
Weiss’s ideas on interferometric 
detection, building a 3 m prototype 
and being the first to reach the 
shot noise limit.
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Jim Hough and Ron Drever, Glasgow 1972

During the 80s the group developing a 
10 m prototype with performance 
comparable to Garching’s, but testing 
the use of Fabry-Perot cavities 
instead of the delay lines.
First idea of recycling (Drever, 1982).

The Glasgow team had 
begun research activity on 
bar detectors in the early 
70s and migrated to 
interferometric techniques 
at about the same time as 
Garching (around 1975).

Ron Drever, Glasgow early 70s
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• 1979, Trieste-Marcel Grossmann Meeting: Alain Brillet meets Ron Drever and A. 
Rüdiger e R. Schilling, presenting first results from their interferometric prototypes. 

• 1980-82: The activity in Orsay on interferometric detectors begins: Alain Brillet, 
Jean Yves Vinet and Nary Man, later joined by David Shoemaker.

Nary Man, Alain Marraud, Alain Brillet, David Shoemaker, 
Olivier (student),  Sorrento 1988

Experimental work on lasers and 
interferometriques techniques: 
Brillet and Nary Man, later
Shoemaker

Theory of recycling (idea first 
proposed by Drever in 1982):
Vinet.

Theoretical models of sources, in 
Meudon:
Damour, Bonazzola, Deruelle, 
Carter

• 1978: While a post-doc in Boulder with John Hall, Brillet gets interested in 
interferometric detectors talking with Peter Bender, who was designing
LISA 
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• 1982: A. Giazotto, Interferometric Detection of 
Gravitational Waves: Theory and Noises, Internal
report, INFN Pisa

• 1984: A. Giazotto et al., Interferometer for the Active 
Reduction of the Seismic Noise, INFN Proposal

• Early ‘80s: Giazotto begins the IRAS activity in San 
Piero a Grado (Pisa).

Adalberto Giazotto, 70s

Giazotto: 
«At that time results from Australian Radiotelescope in Marrabra [ed. Narrabri] led 
by Dick Manchester were giving very exciting results in the Pulsar detection. We 
realized that a relatively big number of Pulsar could have frequency > 10 Hz»

Towards low frequencies…
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So what did go wrong? 

What were the main factors opposing the achievement of a 
collaboration, which had so strong advantages for everyone?

Why have not the European groups, which were at the time leading 
the experimental field of GW interferometry, joined forces to build a 
European GW observatory with at least two detectors of kilometric 

dimensions in Europe?

Let’s do a step backward, to the start of the contact
among the European groups….
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Conferences where the GW community met…

• 1979: Marcel Grossmann Meeting on GR (MG2) Trieste. Precision 
experiments on Gravitation: Brillet, Hall, On improved test of the Isotropy
of space using laser tehniques. Brillet meets for the first time Drever and 
the group of Garching, presenting their first interferometric results.

• 1981: Conference on Quantum Optics and Experimental General 
Relativity: Bad Windsheim (Germany). Promoted by NATO.

Some of the participants: Wigner, Wheeler, Bordé, Brillet, Leuchs, 
Thorne, Hough, Drever, Maischberger, Braginsky

• 1984: Journées Relativistes, May 2-5, Aussois (France). Organized
by Philippe Tourrenc, dir. of Lab. de Physique Théorique, Institut
Henri Poincaré (Paris). The Glasgow group first presents its ideas 
for a large gw interferometer.

• 1985: Marcel Grossmann Meeting (MG4), Rome. Garching 
group presents: Plans for a large GW antenna in Germany. 
Brillet meets for the first time Giazotto.
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IV Marcel Grossmann
Meeting, Roma 1985

The 1985 Garching proposal argues: 

“A limitation of the usable frequency range is 
given at the low-frequency end by the steep 
increase of many optical and mechanical noise 
contributions, particularly of the seismic noise. 
To extend the frequency range to a lower limit of 
100 Hz will already be a very difficult task.” 
(proposed goal: few hundred of Hz to few kHz)
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National ambitions

1984: J. Hough, S. Hoggan, G. A. 
Kerr, J. B. Mougan, B. J. Meers, G. P., 
Newton, N. A. Robertson, H. Ward, R. W. 
Drever, The development of long-baseline 
gravitational radiation detectors at 
Glasgow University
A detailed design prepared with Rutherford 
Appleton Lab (Ian Corbett et al.) and 
University College – Cardiff (B. Shutz), and 
proposed to SERC in 1986.

Brillet:  
De 1982 à 1984, l’Institut National d’Astrophysique et de 
Géophysique nous consentit l’aide de ses services 
techniques pour évaluer le coût d’un détecteur kilométrique 
sur le site de Nançay, et y effectuer des mesures de bruit 
sismique. En France, le projet avait été placé dès 1986 sur 
la liste des futurs Très Grands Equipments, mais n’avait pas 
la priorité, précédé dans le domaine des sciences 
fondamentales par le VLT.

Nançay

Paris

1985, German Proposal:
To guard against spurious 
signals due to local noises 
sources, verification with 
at least one further 
interferometer is required. 
[…] Collababorations with 
exp. groups in the other 
countries is highly 
desirable.
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First step towards a European network

1985: the groups of Glasgow, Garching and Paris make a joint 
application for a European twinning grant in the EEC stimulation
program, under the impulse of Philippe Tourrenc.

First formal action towards a European collaboration for GW 
research
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March 18, 1986, Drever and 
Weiss to  Brillet: 

At the meeting on gw detection by 
laser interferometry held last 
month in Cardiff suggestions were 
made about the potential 
advantages of arranging some 
form of international collaboration 
between the experimental groups 
working in this field in Europe and 
the US, in part to improve the 
informal contacts and 
collaboration which are already 
taking place  and benefitting all the 
goups. We are aware that 
possibilities for such collaboration 
are being discussed in Europe.
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Notes from the meeting in 
Cardiff, attached to 
Drever’s and Weiss’ letter 
to  Brillet of March 18, 1986
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May 9, 1986 – Giazotto to 
Brillet:

It should be then very nice if our 
two groups could collaborate 
together in view of the common 
scientific interest and of the 
complementary knowledges. As 
you also mentioned in your letter 
of 11/4/86 the hope is that we can 
in the future realize a large 
interferometric antenna having 
good sensitivity at low frequency. 
[…]

The Pisa-INFN is ready to give 
due support  to a common 
program presented and approved 
by the INFN National Scientific 
Committee.
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May 12, 1986 – Brillet to 
Giazotto:

The simple devices which are 
being realized by the groups at 
Caltech, Glasgow, Munich and 
Orsay will provide adequate 
isolation only at frequencies 
larger than a few hundred 
hertz, while we know that the 
range of interesting frequencies 
extends much lower.

[…] formal international 
collaborations are already 
appearing, to which you may 
wish to participate.

Brillet was referring to the 
European groups, but also to 
wider collaboration with MIT 
and Caltech scientists (Cardiff 
meeting in February 1986)
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Ian Corbett, April 24, 1987, to the 
groups in Glasgow and in Paris.

European GW Detector Working
Party, constituted few months
before among the optical groups
Glasgow, Garching and Orsay.

“The WG must produce 
arguments which convince the 
funding agencies not only of the 
importance and timeliness of the 
science and technological 
feasibility of the project, but also 
of the ability and determination of 
the separate groups to work 
together.”
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Ian Corbett, 
April 24, 1987, 
to the groups in 
Glasgow and in 
Paris.

European Gravitational Wave Detector Working Party
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Giazotto was not participating in these first meetings of the 
interferometric detectors community. However, about one year 

later…
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• An urgent proposal: 
pressure from the 
Italian side to submit a 
proposal to INFN, in 
time to be included in 
the next five-year 
funding plan (Piano 
quinquennale 1988-
93)

• Critical mass: 4 Italian 
groups joining the 
effort

• No optical group 
among the Italian 
teams: fundamental 
role of the Orsay
group in the proposal

May 1987: First French-Italian Proposal for a Interferometric Antenna
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May 1987: First French-Italian Proposal for a Interferometric Antenna

Main feature distinguishing the antenna from 
the German, British and American projects:

We will attempt to be the first in exploring the 
low frequencies […]. The Italian group 
achieved an expertise in the low frequency 
strategy, which is the not comparable to any 
other in the world.

The low frequency strategy would thus justify 
the building of the French-Italian antenna, 
even in the pessimistic hypothesis that no 
other interferometric detector was to be 
approved in the near future. 

A strong peculiarity: being independent from 
the destiny of the other interferometric 

projects and from the collaboration with other 
comparable experiments



• No laboratory of IN2P3 (Institut national de physique nucléaire et de physique des 
particules, part of CNRS) was committed in the research activity of Brillet’s group. 
Pierre Lehman, director of IN2P3 (1983-1992), was very interested, but could not 
commit IN2P3. 

• A part from the brief experimental work of the group of Bonazzola in Meudon, in the 
early 70s, reproducing a Weber-type experiment in coincidence with the ones in 
Munich and in Frascati, in France there had been no other experimental activity in the 
field of GW detection.

• Instead, many theoretical studies had been carried out on the sources of GWs by 
Thibault D’Amour, Nathalie Deruelle, Silvano Bonazzola , and on the performances 
achievable by different types of resonant, electromagnetic or elasto-optical detectors 
by Philippe Tourrenc, Christian Bordé and Jean Yves Vinet. 

• Differently from what happened in Italy, the research activity on GW detection was 
strongly supported by the French theoretical physicists and astrophysicists. 

• When the first French-Italian proposal was submitted in May 1987 to INFN, no big 
project for GW detection had been ever financed by CNRS.

28

The difficult position of the Orsay group
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The difficult position of the Orsay group

Instead, the scientific complementarity of 
Pisa and Orsay group, was a trigger to 

collaboration rather than to competition.

Alain Brillet, 90s

The Orsay group ran the risk of having a vassal 
position in the tripartite collaboration with Glasgow 
and Garching: all the 3 had expertise in optics and 
interferometry, but British and Germans had started 
several years before the activity in the GW detectors, 
had their own 10 m and 30 m prototypes, they had 
been collaborating more closely.

Philippe Tourrenc, 80s
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• Pisa group was as small as Brillet’s. Giazotto did not have at the time any 
particular influential position in Italian physics, he became director of research 
inside INFN section of Pisa in 1989. 

• No expertise in laser physics and optics: Pisa group lacked what was felt as the 
chore expertise for the new generation of GW detectors

• From the 1987 proposal: a long based interferometric antenna “would allow 
France and our Country, already excelling in the technology of cryogenic 
resonant bar detectors, to keep a high technological level also in this very 
complex research field.”

• In the 80s the team of Edoardo Amaldi and Guido Pizzella in Rome had an 
International leading role in the field of cryogenic resonators for GW 
detection. The 2300 kg, 3 m long cryogenic bar Explorer, built by the Roman 
group at CERN, was the first antenna reaching the nominal sensitivity and 
stability over long periods (1990) and for several years the most sensitive GW 
detector in the world. 

INFN had already a strong background in GW research.

The position of the Pisa group
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First meeting of the European GW detectors working group
1987, June 17: Rutherford-Appleton Lab - Chilton (Oxford)

Giazotto was not
yet part of the 
Working group
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Rutherford-Appleton Lab - Chilton (Oxford), June 17, 1987

First meeting of the 
European GW 
detectors working 
group

First decision expected by 
INFN on 19 June. Final
decision at the end of the 
year. 
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Rutherford-Appleton Lab - Chilton (Oxford), June 17, 1987

First meeting of the European GW detectors working group
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On the 19th of June INFN 
agreed to insert the proposal of 
a large based interferometric 
antenna for GWs in the 1989-
1993 five-year planning of 
INFN, to submit to the Italian 
Ministry of Research in 
December for approval. 
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• Coordination between the different projects was a fundamental feature to convince 
the funding agencies 

• Coordination justified from a scientific point of view by the need to make 
coincidence detection and by the complexity of the experiment and the apparatus 
to be built, for which a large-scale cooperation was necessary from a technical-
scientific and financial point of view

• The projects were to be presented as independent but coordinated parts of a 
scientific cooperative endeavour on a European scale: the fundamental 
constituents of a large European gravitational observatory.

• The French-Italian ‘surprise’ project violated the common strategy and put the 
other groups in an embarrassing position towards their funding agencies
[Interview made by the author to Schutz and Hough, August 2018].

Reactions to the 1987 French-Italian Proposal

July 16, 1987, Corbett to Tourrenc:

I would like to congratulate the Italian group and your group in France, on your success 
convincing INFN of the value of building a long baseline interferometer. I am genuinely 
pleased at what I hope will turn out to be a break-through in European funding. Although the 
preparation and presentation of this proposal generated some ill-feeling, I hope we can put all 
this behind us.
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With the perspective of the Italian-French antenna, the scenario was 
widening:

the possibility of having a real European observatory - able to make gravitational 
astronomy autonomously in the future, independently from USA - is certainly a 
strong scientific motivation in support of individual national projects. 

It is therefore essential for European groups to justify with solid scientific 
motivations the need for an array of at least three antennas, in order to support 
all three projects proposed before their respective funding agencies.

A change in the strategy: 3 European antennas instead of 2
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Calculations by Schutz and Tourrenc, to justify a European 3-
interferometer network
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Second meeting of the European GW detectors 
working group

Paris, September 30, 1987

This time Giazotto is
invited, too. He participates
for the first time to the 
negotiations among the 
European groups.

Corbett, preparing
the meeting



Finally…
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Next step: Produce a a report about the European collaboration to 
present to funding agencies!

A draft was prepared by Ian Corbett, but caused some indignation
and was vividely criticized by the German and French groups

Gerd Leuchs, about the first draft written by Corbett (December 1987)
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March 1988: the final
EUROGRAV report

An array of three detectors in Europe 
would give the European groups the 
minimum independence necessary to 
enable Europe to maintain its leading 
position in the field. 

Technically and scientifically the 
European groups have the capability 
to construct and operate a network 
that could make the first detection of 
gravitational waves and that could 
reach the critical number of three 
antennas that would see the birth of 
gravitational wave astronomy. 

Three European detectors operating 
with an American array, built either 
simultaneously or subsequently, 
would become one of the most 
important astronomical instruments of 
the modern age.
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1989 Proposals: from 3 to 2 European long based
interferometers
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Big history intercepts the small community of gravitational waves

London, November 1990 
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[…] the overall SERC funding
position for 1991-92 and 
subsequent years has been
seriously undermined by the 
very poor Public Expenditure
Survey outcome for science 
announced in November 1990. 
[…]
In the short term SERC is
having to consider delaying
participation in several projects
by up to 5 years; GEO may
well be one of these projects.

Sir Mark Richmond, 
Chairman of SERC, to Brillet

– February 1, 1991
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Big history intercepts the small community of gravitational waves

Berlin, November 1989
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German unification is taking a 
huge toll on the BMFT budget. 
Thousands of scientists from the 
east have to be laid off or taken
over. But both options are 
expensive. The research
insitutes of the old eastern
academy of sciences have to be 
dissolved and new structures
have to be built up, and so on… 
It is not only money, but also
manpower. Everybody at BMFT 
is so busy restructuring the East 
that nobody has time to even
think about Gravity waves. […] 
Minister Riesenhuber is not
willing to take over all the 
responsability for GEO. And in 
general he has a faible for 
European Integration. 

BMFT: German Federal Ministry of 
Education and Resaerch

Danzmann, leader of Garching group after Leuchs
(since 1989), to Vogt, director of LIGO - July 5, 
1991
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Accelerating science to 3G…

1 g

3 g

1st Generation: Room-
temperature resonant bars

2nd Generation: Cryogenic 
resonant bars (& ultra-cryo)

3rd Generation: Interferometric 
detectors

1st Generation: Interferometric 
detectors

2nd Generation: Advanced 
interferometric detectors

3rd Generation: Future ground-
based interferometric detectors
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A change of scale in GW research
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A change of scale in GW research

Amaldi’s and Pizzella’s group, building 
Explorer cryogenic bar, Frascati 1973

Virgo people - Cascina, 2003

Big change of scale in funding, manpower
and scientific skills needed to build a long 
based interferometric detector



Some problems faced by the European groups in their
attempts for establishing a European collaboration
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• Very small groups, used to small bench-top experiments. 

• Lack of a strong GW community: no coordinating committee (GWIC was born in 
1997), no dedicated periodic conferences (Edoardo Amaldi conference was born in 
1994)

• Will the experiments be successfull? 

• Scientific disagreements:
French-Italian: no prototypes (different timings in the start of research activity)
Fabry-Perot cavities-Delay lines
Low frequency strategy

• Competition/Collaboration. Coincident esperiments are needed to detect bursts of 
GWs and make GW astronomy: a chance for common strategy, but also a burden
to individual ambitions.

• National interests. Hot issue: the choice of the site!

• What kind of agreement/collaborative framework should be made? 

=  What’s better today, 
looking forward to 3G 
interferometers!
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…to be continued in the next episode…

How will this
story end up? 

Thank you for your attention!

Stay tuned:
A. La Rana, Virgo and the emergence of the international gravitational wave community, 
in The Renaissance of General Relativity, eds A. Blum, R. Lalli and J. Renn (Max Planck 
Institute for the History of Science), Einstein series, Birkhausen, 2019
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BACK UP SLIDES



1987, April 16: Giazotto to Brillet (1 month before presenting
the first Virgo proposal to Infn)

52
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1992, June: Approval of the 
Virgo Project by the French 
Minister Hubert Curien. 

1993: Provisional Virgo 
Council formed in April and 
final approvement by INFN in 
September. 

The long road to lay the foundation stone

1994, June 27: President of INFN Luciano Maiani and President of CNRS Francois 
Kourilsky sign the agreement to build Virgo in Cascina.  Funding: 76 MegaEcu 
(European Currency Unit), about 50 million euros.

1995, September 25: Publication on Gazzetta Ufficiale of the expropriation resolution 
of the Italian Minister of Public works, for the fields in Cascina.

1997: Construction begins!
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1994: the final CNRS-INFN Agreement
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Caltech and MIT join efforts for a GW interferometric project

• Late 70s: Thorne triggers the creation of an experimental gw group at Caltech

• 1979: Drever moves from Glasgow to Caltech to lead the experimental activity, 
joined in 1980 by Stan Whitcomb

• 1980: NSF approves funding for: 1) 40 m prototype interferometer in Caltech; 2) 
1.5 m prototype at MIT (Weiss); 3) preparation of technical and cost study for 
long-baseline interferometer.

• 1984: Caltech and MIT sign an agreement for the joint design and construction of 
LIGO, under the leadership of Drever, Thorne and Weiss. Rochus Vogt appointed 
director of LIGO in 1987.

• 1989: joint Caltech-MIT proposal for LIGO construction, submitted to NSF
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Leuchs, about the first draft written by Corbett (December 1987)

An excerpt
from Corbett’s
criticised draft
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1988: Del Fabbro, Di Virgilio, 
Giazotto, Kautzky, Montelatici, 
Passuello, First results from the 
Pisa seismic noise super-attenuator 
for low frequency gravitational wave
detection, Phys. Lett. A 132, 237 
(1988). 

The group of Pisa had succeeded 
in demonstrating to be able to 
obtain attenuations of 1010 to 
around 10 Hz.

Giazotto: It was the key result; 
on its base, Italy has approved 
Virgo.

Paolo Strolin, President of INFN 
Commission II, to Nicola Cabibbo, 

President of INFN, September 21, 1989
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Una piccola antenna sotto i riflettori…

Edificio Enrico Fermi, Sapienza. «Antenna gravitazionale criogenica con la quale il gruppo di 
Roma ha effettuato tra il 1975 e il 1979 le prime misure di rumore browniano 



Roma, 1970: nasce il gruppo di ricerca 
sperimentale sulle OG

Guido Pizzella e Edoardo Amaldi, Conferenza di 
Relatività Generale a Padova,1983. Foto scattata 

da Emilio Segrè. 59

Obiettivo: seconda 
generazione di rivelatori, 
le barre criogeniche
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Main Papers:
• 1972: Bramanti D., Maischberger K., Construction and Operation of a 

Weber-Type Gravitational-wave Detector and of a Divided-Bar Prototype, 
Lettere al Nuovo Cimento, Vol. 4, n°17, Agost 1972, 1007

• 1973: Bramanti D., Maischberger K., Parkinson D., Optimization and data 
analysis of the Frascati Gravitational-Wave detector, Lettere al nuovo 
cimento 7, 14 4. Agosto 1973, 665.

• 1975: Results of the Munich-Frascati Gravitational Wave experiment, 
Lettere al nuovo cimento, 12, 4, 25. gennaio 1975, 111

• 1978: Kafka P., Schnupp L. (1978), Final Result of the Munich-Frascati
Gravitational radiation Experiment, Astron. Astrophys., 70, 97-103

The Munich-Frascati Experiment

At the time of room temperature bars:

Their experiment unquestionably provided the most stringent 
test of all for the detection of gravity waves.

Levine J.L., Early Gravity-Wave Detection Experiments, 1960-1975, Phys. perspect. 
6 (2004) 42-75
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• Bonazzola, Chevreton, Felenbok, Herpe, Thierry-Mieg (1973), Meudon gravitational
radiation detection experiment, Colloques internationaux du Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique, 18-22 Jun 1973 

The Munich-Frascati-Meudon Experiment

Silvano 
Bonazzola, 

Observatoire de 
Paris-Meudon
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1974: in Garching (near Munich, 
were Billing’s group had moved) 
started the activity for building 
an interferometric GW detector.
Poineering work: The 30 m 
prototype was the first to reach 
the shot noise limit in the ‘80s. 
Results which were essential for 
the future funding of LIGO.

Walter Winkler (left, background) and Karl 
Maischberger, 1977

GW Interferometry:
1962: M. E. Gertsenshtein and V. I. Pustovoit, Sov. Phys. JETP 16, 433 (1962)
1971: G. E. Moss, L. R. Miller, and R. L. Forward, Photon-Noise-Limited Laser 
Transducer for Gravitational Antenna, Appl. Opt. 10, 2495 (1971)
1972: R. Weiss, Electromagnetically Coupled Broadband
Gravitational Antenna, Quarterly Progress Report, MIT Research Lab of 
Electronics 105, 54 (1972). 

The start of GW interferometric detectors in Garching
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Rainer Weiss

Electromagnetically Coupled 
Broadband Gravitational Antenna

Quarterly Progress Report, MIT 
Research Lab of Electronics 105, 54

(1972)
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The start of Rome-Louisiana-Stanford collaboration

• January 1971: Amaldi receives confidentially from Remo Ruffini the Stanford and 
Louisiana proposal for a detector consisting in a 5 ton aluminum bar cooled to very 
low temperature (0.003 K) employing a SQUID amplifier coupled to a resonant 
transducer.

• April 1971: Pizzella, Cerdonio, Marconero and Modena go to USA and visit
Stanford (Fairbank), Louisiana (Hamilton) and the Bell Telephone Laboratory 
(Tyson) had constructed a GW Weber type detector. 

William Hamilton (Louisiana 
State University)

William Fairbank 
(Stanford University)

Guido Pizzella 
(Sapienza University)
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Still few years later…



1960-1975: GW detectors in a glimpse 
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• 1960: J. Weber, Detection and generation of gravitational 
waves, Phys. Rev.

• 1969: J. Weber, Evidence for Discovery of Gravitational 
Waves, Phys. Rev. Lett.

• Interferometric detectors
Papers
1962: M. E. Gertsenshtein and V. I. Pustovoit, 

On the detection of low frequency gravitational 
waves, Sov. Phys. JETP 16, 433 

1971: G. E. Moss, L. R. Miller, and R. L. Forward, 
Photon-Noise-Limited Laser Transducer for 
Gravitational Antenna, Appl. Opt. 10, 2495 

1972: R. Weiss, Electromagnetically Coupled 
Broadband Gravitational Antenna, Quarterly 
Progress Report, MIT Research Lab of 
Electronics 105, 54

Research Groups: Garching (Billing), Malibù
(Forward), MIT (Weiss), Glasgow (Drever)

• Room-temperature bar 
detectors

Research Groups: Maryland-
Argonne (Weber), Frascati 
(Maischberger),  Munich
(Billing), Meudon (Bonazzola), 
Bell Labs (Tyson), IBM-NY 
(Garwin), Rochester (Douglass), 
Glasgow (Drever), Reading 
(Allen), Bristol (Aplin), Moscow
(Braginski), Tokyo (Hirakawa)
• Cryogenic bar detectors
Research Groups: Stanford 
(Fairbank), Baton Rouge 
(Hamilton), Rome (Amaldi)
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Yellow turned Blue: Explorer at CERN (moved in 1980)

EXPLORER: cylindrical aluminum (Al5056) bar of 2300 kg, 3 m long, diameter of 60 
cm. Cooled through helium down to 2.6 K. Resonant frequencies: 906 Hz and 923 Hz. 
The first antenna reaching the nominal sensitivity and stability over long periods 

(1990).

The choice of cryogenic resonant bars Versus the interferometric 
detectors had some influence on the future collaborations and steps
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1989: The Virgo Project

New international groups
joining the endeavour: 

• CNRS – Université Paris 6
• Observatoire de Meudon
• University of Illinois
• University of San Paolo
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La prima pulsar

Hewish, A., Bell, S. J., Pilkington, J. D. H., Scott, P. F., 
Collins, R. A.,  Observation of a Rapidly Pulsating 
Radio Source, Nature 217, 709-713, 1968

Jocelyn Bell, davanti al Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory 
(Univ. Cambridge), 1968


